1. **Present Action**

What is the issue/activity? Discussion in sectors: A – NGOs; B – FBOs; C – CBOs/Labour/Individuals

2. **Critical Reflection A, B, C on the issue raised.**

   Data Analysis from the perspective of the NGOs, FBOs and the Labour/CBOs and Individuals

3. **Dialogue – consultations and discussions.**

   Dialogue/discussion to be held first between each of the three units then among the three to arrive at consensus with recommendations.

4. **Story – Constitution.**

   What is the TnT story? How does this activity fit into the story of TnT? Who are the actors of this story? Are they prepared to work together for the Common Good of TnT?

5. **The Vision – the way forward.**

   Putting word into action. Each group/unit takes the action necessary for building a better TnT locally, regionally and Internationally.
Dialogue Chart for CSOs

Civil Society Board

• Agriculture  Business
• Construction  Culture and Heritage
• Education  Environment
• Gender Affairs  Health
• Justice and Security  Labour
• Youth  Sport
• Affairs of the Differently-abled
• Social Development and Poverty Alleviation
• Tobago Affairs